
 

 

 
Standard Terms and Conditions:-  

1. Purchase orders should be made out to:  SACARDANDE ENGINEERS PVT. LTD. 
2. Please mention your GST Number in your PO. 
3. Prices mentioned are for Calibration Service only. 
4. Repairing & spare parts charges will be extra and intimated after repairing analysis only. 
5. Repairing will be done after receiving confirmation from your side only. 
6. Taxes (GST 18%) extra as applicable at the time of dispatch. 
7. Delivery of work within 7 to 10 days from receiving the purchase order and confirmation of site 

and instruments for calibration of equipment. 
8. Repairing instrument delivery will be intimate by separate quotation. 
9. Packing Conditions: - It is responsibility of customer to ensure proper packing of the 

instruments while sending for calibration. Instruments received in improper packing or in 
damaged condition will not be calibrated. Such instruments will be returned without calibration.  

10. Damage / Loss: - Sacardande Engineers Pvt. Ltd. will not be responsible for any damage / 
loss of tool during transit. 

 
11. Payment Terms:-  

a) 100% against Delivery. 
b) Interest will be charged @ 24% per annum if the bill payment is not made in agreed time. 

 Bank Details For IMPS/ NEFT Payment :-  
Account Name :- Sacardande Engineers Pvt Ltd Account Number :- 37632730810 
Bank Name :- State Bank Of India     Branch :- Bhandup (West) 
IFSC Code :- SBIN0000562                                                MICR Code :- 400002007 
PAN NUMBER :- ABACS0211K                                      GST NUMBER :- 27ABACS0211K1ZO 

OR 
 Kindly issue the Cheque in the name of "SACARDANDE ENGINEERS PVT. LTD." only.  
 Note: - Cash Payment is also accepted against invoice and delivery.  
12. Calibration Due Date :-  

Please mention “Calibration Frequency” for each Instrument in your Purchase Order i.e. PO or 
Service Request Form i.e. SRF having Doc No. R-5810-1. It will be possible for us to mention  

             “Next Calibration Due Date” in the certificate. In case customer does not specify calibration 
frequency, “Dash (---)” or “To be decided by user” printed on certificates. 

13. Certification: - NABL Accredited or Traceable Certificate, as the case may be, will be provided. 
The calibration procedure will be in line with relevant IS or ISO Standard, unless customer 
specifies other procedure. Calibration will be on “As Found” and “As Left” basis. 

14. Courier charges will be extra if instrument handling and transit done through courier mode. 
15. Quotation Validity :- For 15 Days only 
16. SAC No: - 998346. 
17. TDS Deduction: - If TDS deducted from your side then TDS certificate should be issued to us 

within 1 month of deduction else we would raise debit note and also notify relevant authorities. 
18. Correction Certificate Charges will be  50 plus 18% GST per certificate hence mention 

correct and appropriate information in our Service Request Form before submitting the 
equipment. 
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